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FRONT DESK
(1974 - Present)
Ask a question, get some assistance, become a member - we're here to help.

CHANGING CURRENTS (1650 - Present)
Discover how waves of newcomers to the area integrated into their time and place, and learn about how the Chippewa Valley has reinvented itself over time.

Harvesting Traditions
Explore food gathering in the past, and present - across cultures, generations, and genders.

Farm Life (1900 - Present)
A story of profound change for farm families and rural communities. Travel to the farmhouse, the fields, the barn, and various local gathering spots.

Object Theater: This Day
118 images, and 92 artifacts, presented as an 18 minute multimedia production. This Day paints a picture of Chippewa Valley farming from its origin to the present day.

Picture of Health (1880's - Present)
Delve into the practice of Medicine throughout the region from Tuberculine Hospitals to Shamanic Healers.

L.E. Phillips Memorial Auditorium
Events | Classes | National Presto Display
If there's no event going on, check out the models of machinery and aerial photos.

RCU Children's Gallery: History Quest
Hands-on. Learn how to “do” history while investigating the stories of 5 area families.

Kate Aitken's Doll House (1977-1985)
A fantasy in miniature as you discover the curiosities in all 21 rooms.

Ice Cream Parlor - Snacks (1950's)
Nothing like a functioning ice cream parlor to renew one's interest in history!

Museum Store
Books, pottery, classic toys - lots of ways to remember your visit.

Restrooms
Please let us know if they need tending.